Improving the smooth degree of modeling data series is key factor of grey model's precision. According to function transformation theory and grey system modeling theory, elementary study on GM(1,1) model based on function transformation is given, then the methods of linear function transformation and compound function transformation against modeling data series are put forward to improve model's precision in the paper. It has been proved that the smooth degree of modeling data series after the two new transformations can be improved. The result of practical application demonstrates effectiveness of the two new methods.
Introduction
GM(1,1) model [1] has been proposed by Chinese scholar professor Julong Deng in 1982. It is the most frequently used in the grey system theory. And it is also called traditional GM (1, 1) model. Its precision is related to the smooth degree of modeling data series. When the smooth degree of modeling data series is not high enough, the precision of grey GM(1,1) model is very poor.
In order to improve the smooth degree of modeling data series, logarithm function
transformation is put forward in [2] ; power transformation function
is put forward in [3] ; logarithm-power is put forward in [5] . And it has been proved that the several transformations can improve the smooth degree of modeling data series.
Based on the knowledge of transformation function and inverse transformation function, the by Genetic Algorithm [7] on condition that the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of model is minimal in [6] . Therefore, the precision of grey system model can be improved. 
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In the end, Theorem 3.2 shows the smooth degree of data series
Modeling method based on
linear function transformation
Main thought of modeling method based on linear function transformation
, then the parameter p and q of transformation function can be obtained by Genetic Algorithm under the criterion of
Main steps of modeling method based on linear function transformation
Step 1: The original data series
Step 2: New series (1) The traditional GM(1,1) model of these data is as follows: 
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Proof. According to Theorem 2.2, the second inequality in theorem 5.2 is true. We only need to prove the first inequality in theorem 5.2.
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6. Modeling method based on compound function transformation 6.1. Main thought of modeling method based on compound function transformation 
Main steps of modeling method based on compound function transformation
Step 2: New data series )} ( { ) 0 ( k y is used to establish traditional GM(1,1) model [1] , forecasting formula:
is obtained by calculation.
Step 3: According to inverse transformation function (1) The traditional GM(1,1) model of these data is as follows: has improved the fitted precision and forecasting precision of grey model.
Conclusions
In the paper, Based on function transformation theory, two new function transformation methods of improving smooth degree of modeling data series are proposed. It has been proved that smooth degree of modeling data series after the two transformations is better than that of the original data series. The result of two examples in the paper shows that the precision of model after the two transformations is better than that of traditional GM(1,1) model. Additionally, the methods of improving smooth degree of modeling data series proposed in the paper are only sufficient and not necessary condition of improving grey model's precision. There are other transformational methods of improving smooth degree of modeling data series to improve grey model's precision. And the two new modeling methods based on function transformation are only suitable for shortterm prediction, and long-term forecasting model need to research in the future.
